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Novo is a band of creative missionaries sent to multiply movements of the gospel and mobilize the church for that mission around the world.
WE MAKE DISCIPLES WHO MAKE DISCIPLES

If we help someone discover and obey Jesus, then they help someone else start following him, and then that new believer makes another disciple... this simple strategy over time could produce a movement of the gospel that cannot be stopped. We believe this is the most effective strategy to fulfill the Great Commission.

Novo staff are committed to sharing the message of Jesus, loving and serving people practically, and demonstrating the power of God through prayer, healing, and other miracles.

We are passionate about the vision of heaven in Revelation 7:9, of “a vast crowd, too great to count, from every nation, from all tribes and peoples and languages, standing before the throne and before the Lamb.”

It starts with teaching people how to hear from God and act in obedience to what he says, embracing the role of the Holy Spirit in a biblically balanced way, and mobilizing the church into the harvest field.
In the past year, we witnessed these results in the essential components that make up gospel movements:

ACTIVATING PRAYER

Every movement begins with prayer that is focused, strategic, and operates in the supernatural. Activating prayer lays the foundation for gospel movements to launch and thrive.

- **1,390** HOURS OF ACTIVATING PRAYER each week, including intercession, prayer-walking, healing, blessing, & listening prayer
- **2,146** PEOPLE TRAINED to discern strategy for mission, use spiritual authority, and minister to those far from God

ENGAGING CULTURE

Movement gains momentum as we engage others where they live. Jesus modeled seeing and serving people’s felt needs as a powerful and transformative expression of God’s love.

- **49,064** PEOPLE WALKING TOWARD JESUS in relationship with Novo staff
- **699** REDEEMPTIVE INITIATIVES were engaged to meet felt needs in the communities where Novo staff serve

MAKING DISCIPLES

People far from God becoming committed followers of Jesus and then making disciples of others.

- **200,175** NEW FOLLOWERS OF JESUS
- **48,837** DISCOVERY BIBLE STUDY GROUPS started or multiplied
- **680,961** PEOPLE IN DBS GROUPS

GROWING LEADERS

Healthy leaders are essential for every movement of the gospel to thrive, and developing these leaders is integral to a movement’s longevity and reach.

- **1,963** LEADERS TRAINED TO MULTIPLY movements of the gospel
- **2,942** PEOPLE MOBILIZED INTO MISSION
- **12,777** LEADERS EQUIPPED through Novo trainings

FORMING CHURCHES

Through discipleship, training, and coaching, Novo staff pioneer new expressions of church and help mobilize the existing church for God’s redemptive mission.

- **215** NEW CHURCHES FORMED
- **170** CHURCHES FROM DBS GROUPS (out of the 215 total churches formed)

FUNDING SOURCES & FINANCES

- **79%** INDIVIDUALS
- **13%** CHURCHES
- **7%** ORGANIZATIONS

2022 BUDGET:

- **Ministries** 87%
- **Administration** 9%
- **Development** 4%

$24,867,952
2022 STAFF & MINISTRY REGIONS

GLOBAL AFFILIATES
Our goal is to launch affiliate mission sending organizations with shared beliefs and vision in the countries where we work, led by national leaders.

COUNTRIES
Our staff live or have a meaningful ministry presence in 104 countries around the world.

STAFF

1240 N Lakeview Ave 120
Anaheim, CA 92807
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novo.org